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Should UCF follow
Ga. Southem's lead?
-

by Alan Byrd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Paul Schiebold of Beatnii<Party p~r iurrned ~aturday. (Det-1oog1Ft)Tvfi£>
.t

CAB holds musicfest
power transformer blew
out just as the bands beEQITOR IN CHIEF
gan playing.
Local groups and artiAfter attempting to ~p
sans bandeft together on erate on auxiliary generaSaturday for what was tor power, Florida Power
billed as "a celebration of and Light officials inlocal music and art."
structed the library staff to
Following the open house shut down operations for
Job Fair held at UCF, the the rest of the day until full
university's Campus Ac- power could be restored.
tivities Board staged a 12The weather itself held,
hour music and _crafts taking a sunny break bemarathon called "Open Air tween days of clouds and
.. . Open Mind ... " on the the threat of rain.
Green between the reflectTwelve local bands pering pond and the Health formed on the open stage
and Physics Building.
erected just north ofthe StuDawn Harding, CAB ad- dent Government Kiosk.
visor estimted close to 1,000 The music varied in style
people attended over the and look, running from the
course of the day, with over Seattle-grunge sound ofBit300 at the peak time.
ter Harvest to the franticStudents and staff work- energy of Potential Frenzy
ing in the library that day to the all-female sound of
also had the opportunity to The Implications.
attend the show when a
"The idea was conceived
by Bill Cushing

last semester," Harding
said. She said CAB wanted
to. have a local showcase
and a couple of upcoming
bands, rather than one big
concert.
Surrounding the Green
along the sidewalks were
tables set up to accommodate a variety of crafts merchants selling items such
as jewelry, p-o ttery and miscellaneous items.
"I missed Woodstock as a
child," saidUCFstudentAlyssa
Barber. "So here I am."
As the day progressed, the
crowd increased in numbers.
Shock Lizard was placed
on the bill at the last minute
to replace Killing Everything and drew perhaps the
largest crowd of the da:y
with the possible exception
of Alter Ego, the closing act
and one of the area's more
popular groups.

Wellness Center services. varied
by Heather Asche
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

UCFsCampusWellnessCenterprovides a number ofservices
to help students improve their
health.
TheWellnessCenterprovides
rr.any workshops that deal with
stress and time management.
Programs also focus on fitness,
nutrition and medical health.
Paul J.Garcia MA, Senior
Health Educator at the Wellness
Center said ;·The most important feature of the Wellness

_

Centeristhe studentpeeredu~
cationprogram."Therearetwo
major points of this program,
first the education of sexuality, drugs, and alcohol and the
development of self help.The
second part is the Comprehensive Health Assessment
and Motivation P~~gram,
CHAMP. Thisisar.estinthree
areas, lifestyles, physical
healthaspeclsandupperblood
work analysis.Wellness peer
consultants, "PCs" offer counseling on almost any health
subjectandgivepresentations

tomanyUCFclubsandorganizations. Peer consult.ants are Student Wellness Advocate Team
members on duty at the Wellness
Center to help get students involved in many areas of lifestyle
improvement. Students have the
opportunity to maintain a one-on
--0ne relationship with their own
personal peer consultant.Peer
consultants also deal with goal
setting and wellness planning.
They give group presentations
on various wellness topics such
WELLNESS oontinued page 3

As the UCF football team considers a move into Division I-A,
some ask why the football program can't be successful at Division 1-AA.
A good example of a successful
programisGeorgiaSouthem.The
GeorgiaSouthemEaglescontinue
to sell out their 18,000-seat stadium, even though only 14,400
students attend the college, located in a town of
30,000.
Reasons such as
marketing, constant
competition for the
national championshipandfeweropportunitiesforentertainment in their hometown have propelled
Georgia Southern into the model
Division 1-AA football program.
Georgia Southern is located about
five hours north of Orlando in
Statesboro, Georgia.
By looking at Georgia
Southern's program, it would be
easy to say it attracts the fans
because of the Eagles' success on
the field. Marketing, as well as
winning, played a large factor in
the Eagles' recruitment of fans.
"We started out by marketing

in the small towns with a team
approach," said David "Bucky"
Wagner, athletic director for Georgia Southern. "We raised money
and sold tickets person-to-person.
After that was secure, we went to
the media market."
UCF Athletic Director Gene McDowell said he doesn't agree with
this philosophy. He believes only
winning will attract more fans.
"I get a lot ofboosters and faculty
tel1ing me 'we've got to market our
• programs and that will get people
- tocometothegames,"'
McDowell said. "Winning ga_m es is what
getspeopletocomeand
watch you play."
TheAtlantaBraves
are an example ofwinning attracting crowds.
Attendance for the
Braveswhe~theywere

rellar-dwellers lingered near the bottom in the major leagues. Now, after
two WorldSeriesappearances,Braves
tickets are hard to get.
But Wagner also understands the
imporlanceofwinningandattracting
fans. "Youcouldplaythebigleagues,
butyoucouldn'tbeatthem,andpeople
would start to leave," Wagner said.
"You could also play Division 11,and
they wouldn't stay either. You must

ATHLETICS continued page 3

SPJ forum offers alternatives
Jones also encouraged students to
get a staffjob before freelancing for a
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
paper in order to make contacts and
On Friday, the Society of Profes- gain experience along, with making sionalJoumalists sponsored the sec- important credentials.
ond part ofits forum, "CommunicaTom Pierre, whoteachesmasscomtions in the '90s."
munications and journalism at
The forum informed students of Valencia Community College's East
other options in the field of commu- campus and is publication advisor of
nications besides the ~~~~~~~~~ "the paper," told the
audience about teachbetter-known radio
and television posi"You are in
ing in the communications. Students intercollege to
tions field
estedin findingjobsin
think.,,
"The greatest rethe communication
ward in teaching is
when you see your stufield learned about developing their skills;
• Joyce Jones dents making it; it
makingcontactsforthe
FLORIDA MAGAZINE
makes you proud to be
futureandhowtomake
a teacher," Pierre said
the perfect resume.
He advised students to
Joyce Jones, associate editor of take enough teaching i::ourses to beFlorida magazine, told students of come certified, because many times
the trials and tribulations of work- thereportingjobsjustaren'toutthere.
Peter Hansen, an in-house video
ing for a magazine. When speaking
ofthejobmarkettoday,Jonesmen- producer for General Video in
tioned that people are beginning to Altamonte Springs, spoke to students
move around a lot more and there
are more job openings every day.
FORUM continued page 2

by Lisa Springer
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THE CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD OF

We copy all night

THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
Proudly Presents

For most of us, there just aren't
enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We know
that there are times when you'll find
yourself working around the clock to get
an important project completed on
time. And that's why we're open 24
hours a day... every day.

THE DISTINGUISHED LECTURE SERIES

•

•
•
•

•
Open 24 hours
658-9518

,
•

"Kidz 'N'
The Hood"

"I '11 be the last stop for
some of these kids"

•

Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

ATTHEUCF
STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM

Motivated by that one simple belief,
principal Carol Beck has brought
promise- and hope to the halls of
Thomas jeffersQI}High, once the most
violent school in bleak, drug-infested
East New York. Principal since 1986,
she is successfully tackling a climate of
dead-ends and desperation, and
receiving national recognition as a hero
of American Education because of it.

A
~

Student Legal Services

8:00PM •TUESDAY

•

Need:
A Will

A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

APRIL 6, 1993

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

UCF's Student Legal Services pro~ide? free
legal consultation and rep~e.sent~tion m
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appoinlmmt
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

call (407) 823-2611

CAB::::

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BoARD

funded thrm.:r-;!\

i~ciiv:ty

'
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2 miles north of UCF
on Alafaya Trail

I Serving lunch between 11: AM - 3:00 P.M I

Your choice of a special graduation
lunch buffet or Peppino 's dinner menu

Radiator Flush
and Antifreeze

Serving dinner between
5:00 PM and 10:30 PM
Parties of 6 or more please call 365-4774 for reservations.

Complimentary piece of chocolate mousse
with meal for Spring '93 UCF Grads

Student Speclal

·

Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms • Private Entrance • Patio/Porches 0 Tennis
. Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

. , eenv!~1~:=~n~:?ir~R;~~f
'"'~·

Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4

•

•

,

Catch The Action Uith Our

•

lie Scrvie1.· Fee by the Student Government Al>sociation

Students Celebrate your Oraduatfon with

671-2400

•

for more information

UNIVER.5!1YOFCENTRALFLORIDA

pnhh.

•

°Q·ZAR: THE LIVE ACTION

""Q

LASER GAME HITS TOWN
Opposite

the Af.AC
Fashion
Village 8
-theatre.

3

~~To~~~r

Drive

Reservalions
895-8291

SERIOUS FUN wnH A LASER GUN

about careers in corporate
video. When asked about resumes, Hansen said, "If you
can bring more than yourself
to the company, such as creativity and new ideas, you
will stand out among all other
resumes. Market yourself as
a package."
Panelist Trish Weaver
Harris, the owner of TWH
Public Relations Consulting
Firm, told students, "Don'tbe
frightened of trying different
things. See what you like best
and then stick with it."
"Your whole life doesn't need
to be planned out right now,"
she said. "You will continuously go through transitions,
so start building networks and
making contacts now.
The entire panel advised
students to learn as much as
they possibly can and keep
open minds while finding
their careers.
"You are in college to think.
Take challenging classes even
outside of your major," Jones
said.

•
•

•

'
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
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ATHLETICS
FROM PAGE 1

>

)

)

get the best possible opponents to
play and win."
A few years ago, UCF challenged Georgia Southern for the
championship. Attendance at
games rose to an a11-time hlgh.
But, without playing competitive teams and not winning a
lot, attendance at UCF games
has fa11en dramatically.
UCF Assistant Athletic Director Bill Arnold sees one major difference between the two
schools; Statesboro's team plays
as the only show in a small town.
In Orlando, UCF competes with
the Magic and hundreds of other
opportunities forthe consumer's
entertainment dollar.
Like all schools. Georgia
Southern would like to move to
Division I, but thinks such a
move is unwise at the moment.
''The current outlook for Division I football looks so hazy right

WELLNESS
FROM PAGE 1

Ul .

,7

>

,

as life satisfaction, stress management, fitness and injury prevention, eating patterns, nutrition medical self care, smoking
cessation, sexual respons.ibility
and awareness and alcohol and
drug awareness."The best part
of the peer educaion program is
that it is an opport1..A.:i.ity for students to work and help other
students," siad Garcia.
The Student Wellness Advocate Team, SWAT is an organization at the Wellness Center
tht sponsor events on campus.
"SWAT is and open and relaxed
organization that students can
join that promotes wellness
lifestyles and activites and focuses on student wellnss, said
Garcia,"SWATis the most effective group on campus tht I have
worked with and had fundraisers
with." SWAT holds many
fundraisers and activites through
out the year that help to raise
money for the peer educators.
Peer education and OutReach
are also· other aspects of the
Wellness Center. Four organizations, P.A.R.T.Y., REACH,

now," Wagner said. "We are worMUSIC UNDER THE STARS ·
ried about a super conference.
What we would like to do is move
the whole conference up."
UCFs overa11 athletic budget
allots $2 million more than GeorgiaSouthern'sandcoversfivemore
athletic programs. Football, the
major expenditure for most athletic departments, is ·relatively
similar, with Georgia Southern
spending $1,377,365 on football
and UCFspending$1,100,456. But
Georgia Southern takes in about
$150,000more in ticket sales and
$240,000 more in gmne guarantees, both privileges of a winning,
successful program.
While Georgia Southern has
built a winning football program,
UCF spends more on all other
sports than Georgia Southern.
'To build a successful program,
you must reduce the question to
strictly a busin~ss proposal,"
Wagner said. "You must do an
ana1ysis ofthemarketand rilake a
Sophomore Melissa Weber and freshman Jamie Disallo enjoy the "Symphony
business decision."

Under the Stars" Thursday night in front of the Reflecting Pond.

Reach-Out Theater and Sex Respect, address issues on drugs
and alcohol, sex responsibility,
HIV/AIDS, rape and relation. ships through presentations,
workshops and special events.
P.AR.T.Y. (Promoting Alcohol
Responsibility Through You)
addresses the continuous need
for alcohol awareness, especially
on college campuses. (Responsible Education a::1c! Action for
Campus Health)REACH promotes sexual responsibility by
educating students about HIV/
AIDS and safer sex. Reach-Out
Theater performs scenarios concerning issues of safer sex, communication skills and the negative impact of sex under the influence of alcohol.
The fourth organizat1uri, bex
Respect, increases awareness
concerning stranger, date and
acquaintance rape. These four
organizations are open to an
UCF students and meet weekly.
Believing in the goal to develop and maintain a healthy
university community, the
Wellness Center ensures that
every UCF student will lead a
healthy, productive and positive
college lifestyle.

(DeHoog1FuruRE)

Meet Jane The Condom Lady
A grandmotherly woman sings about prophylactics
College Press Service
Columbus, Ohio - "When
you take off your pants, like my
mama say/Don't forget the price
you have to pay," crooned the
g:-andmotherly wona;i as she
strummed her guitar in the
lobby ofthe Student Health center at Ohio State University.
MeetJane the Condom Lady.
A familiar figure on the OSU
campus, the 50-something Jane
Scott belts out prophylactic
tunes and passes out condoms
in a one-woman crusade to promote safe sex and raise AIDS
awareness on campus.
"She's a tremendous lady, lots
offun," said Mary Ann Joseph,
coordinator of nursing at the
OSU Student Health Center.
"She's a big resource for us."
The mother ofthree sons, Scott
became aware of the dangers of
unprotected sex severa1 years ago
and took it upon herself to leave
condoms on their pillows, she said
in a story in the Ohio State Lan-

tern, the campus paper.
orange pumpkin affixed to the
Now her crusade has ex- package with a card that reads,
panded, and she gets requests "Don't get tricked- Use your
from all over the country to teach treat." For-_, Valentine's Day,
health officials how to encour- Scott added a tiny red heart
age condom use.
and a card that reads, "I have
'1 took some cf
a heart-on for
her stuff to the
you."
American -College
Scott
"She's ?,,(treHea1th conference,
passed
out
and they loved it,"
condom
mendous lady, ~
Joseph said.
samples to stulots of fun . "
Her unusual
dents in dorms,
condom packages
Greek houses
are assembled by
and formal
• Mary Ann Joseph
the hundreds in
dances. Her
OHIO STATE U
the basement of
songs and poher C~lumbus
ems
are
home, with memsprinkled with
bers of the Health Center staff references to date rape and a1cooccasionally assisting in the hol abuse, as well as condoms.
production line.
"Kids know a lot about HIV,
Scott says the packages get but their knowledge doesn't
people to talk about condom use. mean their behavior is OK,"
For instance, one package said Joseph, who said that
has a tiny gun glued to it with more OSU students were
·a card that reads, "Cover me, treated for sexually transmitI'm going in." Another Hallow- ted diseases than sore throats
een special features a small and colds last year.

Announcements
>

3

WUCF·FM News Wants You
WUCF-FM is looking for writers, reporters and anchors in news aoo sports for
sulllTler. For a position in news, contact
Trace Tryko. For sports, contact Robert
Devore at 823-2133.

LAE Career Day
The Larrbda~ha Epsilon Career Day
will be held from 1Oa.m. to 2p.m. Wednesday in the Student Center Aud~orium. LAE
is UCF's crtmnal ~stice fratermy.

Walk for MD
UCF students, along with the March of
Dimes, willwakforhealthierbabies April24
in loch Haven Park. Participants will receive afree T-shirt. TheywiH also qualify for
prizes, including a getaway week.em. Call
823-2502.

Honors Picnic
UCPs Student Hooors Advisory Coondi is sponsoring this year's Honors Picnic
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. April 17 at Lake
Claire. There wil be food, drinks, games

and entertainment. Everyone is invited.
Alumli, students and professors of the honors program are especially enrouraged to
atteoo. Call Matt Whyte at 380-2278 or Mark
Stem at 823-2076.

Lebanese American Club
The Lebanese American Club has beenat
UCF for about th_ree roonths. Its goals are
prorootinganded.JcatingtheCOITTTl.Jrity about
the Lebanese culture, providing cultural excharYJes, urifying the Lebanese and Amencan students at UCF aoo helpng the Lebanese students retain agood academe staooing. CaK Zahi at 36.5-1489.

Alumni Sports Weekend
UCPs Letterman's K-Club will host the
FourthAnrual Dr.JackO'leary Ak.Jmi Sports
Weekerd Friday and Saturday at UCF's
athletic fiek:I. The featured event, a football
game between alumli aoo the UCF varsity
football team, takes place at 2 p.m. Saturday.
Otherbaseball, volleyball, soccerandfootbal games wiU be from 9 a.m. to noon Saturday. The UCF basebal team will take on
Stetson in a d:>ubleheader. A barbeOJe cin-

ner will be avaiiable for $5. Call 823-2586 for
other alumni weekend events.

Survival skills
UCF's Non-traditional Students Association, with the parent Resource Center,
will present Survival Skills: Fighting For a
Better Life For You and Your Children.
The Non-traditional Students Association
will give a free workshop for single-parent
college students from 9 a.m. to noon April
17 atthe UC F Campus Student Organization lounge, located in the Student Center. The~stspeakerwillbe Diane Hamilton,
a icensed ocrupational therapist who~
for Orange County Public Schools. She
teaches single parenting classes forthe Par.ent Resource Center. Hamiton has been a
singleparentforover20years. RSVPtoGina
Ect.vards, the UCF Non-tradtional Student
Advocate, by April 15. Call 823-2191.

Libraries Change Lives
Discover the favorite books of 40 campus "celebrities" in April at UCF's library.
"The Holocaust" will also be on display
through April at the library.

Fulbright Scholars
Faculty interested in the Fulbright
Scholars program should attend an informational meeting from noon to 1 p.m.
April 14 in the Administration Building
Board Room, located on the third floor.
Gordon Paul, a professor in the department of marketing in the College of
Business will give an overview and
present guidelinesforthe program. Paul
has received three Fulbright Awards,
one in Greece and two in Portugal.

Inexpensive Summer Travel
If you can't afford to travel, join the
club! Students can visit new places,
meet new people and keep their travel
plans flexible but cost low with the
Hostelling International-American Youth
Hostels.
Traveling doesn't have to mean expensive bdging. With a Hosteling lntemational card, students stay in Paris for $16,
Sydney for $10.85, Lordonfor$19 or New
York City for$20. Some average $7 to $15
a light. They aJso offer various discounts.
Call (202) 783-6161.
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Dr. King's voice may
be silent, but his
mes.gge is still clear

T

his week marks the 25th anniversary of the
slaying of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., perhaps the most loved and hated man of the
20th century.
He was loved because ofhis noble intentions and
non-violent methods, and he was hated because
people with small minds always hate truth.
King was one of those leaders that comes along
only once in a lifetime - a leader whose personal
charisma and character put him at the forefront of
a movement whose time had come.
He offered the people of this country hope and
dared to light a candle rather than curse the
darkness; but ignorance, the most contemptible of
all darkness, snuffed out the candle a quartercentury ago.
King's dream, however, lives on.
Sometimes, especially with incidents of racial
· violence so often in the news, it is hard to recall how
much King's dream has already been realized.
One look around the nation and one sees African-American faces in leadership positions in business, politics and education.
Two that come immediately to mind are Ron
Brown and Gen. Colin Powell. These are men that
just two and a half decades ago would have been
forced to give up their seats on a public bus so that
a white person could sit down or would have had to
drink from a "separate but equal" water fountain.
· d d bee
T h ere h as m ee
n progress.
At the same time, while it is certainly true that
African-Americans (who just a few· years ago were
barred from eating at certain lunch counters) have
made enormous advances in all walks of life, it is
equally true that even with thegreatdistancewehave
come, there is still just as far, even further, to go.
For until attitudes change, all the civil rights
acts and anti-discrimination laws in the world will
not matter.
These are indeed the "times that try men's
souls," and there is not a person in this country that
we can afford to waste based on such an inconsequential criteria as race.
Many times when King's name is mentioned,
people associate him with being an advocate for
people of African decent. But to limit his dream to
to African-Americans is to deny the rest ofAmerica
a hero. What we should always realize is that what
King wanted more than anything was equality for
ALL people.
King was not only a great black man, he was a
great man.
In what has become his most famous speech, the "I
haveadream"speech,Kingdidnotspeakofthisdream
in terms of only one race. He said that he looked
forward to the day when "all people, black men and
whitemen,JewsandGenti.les,ProtestantsandCatholies" could all join together in the hope of freedom.
King realized then what another great man,
Justice Thurgood Marshall of the Supreme Court,
so elequently put into words: tha~Afro and white,
rich and poor, educated andilliterate ... ourfutures
are bound together. We can run from each other,
but we cannot hide from each other."
All of us owe it to ourselves and our posterity to
heed these words.
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Just say 'No' to the curfew
Jon Sargent
LOST IN SPACE
:. - - - - - - - -

I

tisbe~omingincre::!::;:r:g~y
apparent that the real
"fools" this April are the
'
members of the Florida LegI
islature.
.
The Senate recently approved
a proposed statewide
1
curfew for people under the
I
age of 16 between 11 p.m.
and 6 a.m. on school days
1
I.
and between 1 a.m. and 6
1
a.m. on weekends and holidays. If the measure is approved by the House, anyone
caught violating the curfew will either be taken home
or to a police station until a guardian is contacted.
While some truly believe this curfew would limit
juvenile crime, others believe the curfew is blatantly
unconstitutional. While a curfew may seem to be a good
idea, the bill, even if fully ratified, would not accomplish its intended objectives.
It is first argued that a curfew would deter juvenile
related crime. Senator Jim Hargrett from Tampa is.
quoted as saying "[t]here are kids-13, 14, 15-year-olds
that have been charged with rape, robbery and worst
kinds of crimes." Since the laws covering those types of
crimes have done little to stop juveniles from committing them, it is unlikely that a curfew imposing no
penalty will do much, either. It is more likely that the
curfew will give youths an incentive to go out at night
to see if they can avoid getting caught.
Another argument in support of the curfew is that
juveniles have no reason to be out late at night to begin
_ with. But if one applied the same reasoning to adults,
the entire city would be empty at 11 p.m.. Itis presumed
that young people out late at night, unlike adults, is
evidence of wrong doing. But some senators who opposed the bill refuted this argument, saying young
people out late at night could be "coming home from a
job, a movie or even a religious event like midnight
Mass." Because the legitimacy ofbeing out late at night
is a subjective standard, young people should enjoy the

I
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same right to be out at night that adults do. And since
the courts are increasingly recognizing that juveniles
have the same rights as adults, the constitutionality of
the curfew becomes even more suspect.
While the Legislature has made its reasoning behind the curfew clear, they have failed to address
several of its ramifications.
First, the curfew will do little to change the possibility of committing crimes before, during or after school.
Second, there is some question as to what will
happen if a juvenile continually violates the curfew. It
may be discovered that the parent may or may not care
that their child is out late at night, or perhaps the
parent has alr~ady set their own curfew for their child.
Will the police.continually pick up the juvenile when he
is found violating the curfew?
Lastly, parents could be seen as unfit if they allowed
or failed to prevent their child from habitually violating
the curfew. If this was the case, I'm sure we could count
on our goods friends at HRS to come to the rescue.
The issue of juvenile delinquency is an important
one and should not be dismissed arbitrarily. After all,
our youth is society's most valuable resource. But the
Florida Legislature should not be able to fool people
into thinking they have found a simple solution to a
complex problem.
Juvenile delinquency is not caused per se by young
people.staying out late at night. It is caused by poverty,
boredom and an inability to change the circumstances
around them. To truly solve the problem, the Legislature should concentrate on the only effective preventative tool against juvenile delinquency: EDUCATION.
But since the Legislature has proven less than satisfactory in that department, theymustappeartobeaccomplishing something of importance.
April fools, indeed.
No one's freedom ofmovementin this country should
be restricted because of age, race or any other c1assification unless police have a reasonable suspicion to
believe that person is engaged in criminal activity and
anything less amounts to nothing more than indiscriminate governmental interference.
Perhaps Senator Peter Weinstein of Coral Springs
best summed up the curfew issue this way: "When we
nibble away at the democratic freedom we have because of the problems of crime, we all suffer."
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,We should all thank God for Brother Rick
Brian Costello
LE SOAPBOX
,~--------

M

y eyes have seen
·.the glory of the
coming(and going)
}
of Brother Rick. Now that
was entertainment!
Brother Rick is the text•
book definition of the word
"badass." It either takes
.yast amounts of courage or
)
·colossal brain damage to
come out to UCF and expose you people as the hedonistic, brainwashed, commie, pinko, sheep fornicators that you are.
Brother Rick was a godsend as far as UCF is
concerned. Seeing how any fool can (and did) poke fun
at my Brother Rick's divine mission, fd rather focus on
the positive outcomes of his UCF pilgrimage'.
· You can say what you want about your Brother
• Rick (and you're probably right), but I defy you to
name any other individual or organization who created that much campus unity. You had men and

and

women, blacks and whites, La~y Bas~ds
Student Government-types, Greeks and Independents,
ROTC cadets and homosexuals; everyone was there,
together as one.
It was a beautiful thing.
As I sat in the Free Speech Green, telling my beloved
Brother that the only true god is Lou Reed, I felt a
strong sense of camaraderie with my fellow students
that l'h ad never felt before. Brother Rick inadvertently
put the theory of Big Lug Day into practice.
Ithink Brother-No, more than Brother-Saint
Rick deserves thanks from his UCF flock because he
called attention to the fact that there's a Free Speech
Green on campus.
.You can go in this area to rant and scream and
bitch and moan and no one can do anything except
rant and scream and bitch and moan back at you.
How many of you knew there was such a thing? I
mean, orientation was a gas and all, but perhaps if
the 0-team spent a little more time pointing out cool
stuff like that, and a little less time going off on the
virtues of turning Greek, who knows, perhaps we
could have weird, campus-unifying, free entertainment every single day.
·
It would beat sitting out by the reflecting pond
watching a garden hose vomit water into the air.
It took a misogynistic, hoin_ophobic, Jesus freak

who looked and acted like Garrison Keillor_on speeq
'
.:Almost as if by DiviJ;le Providence, Brother Rick
united all the various factions ofthis.school, and it was
a inany splendored thit\g. It's a cfying shame that you
losers are gonna bum in Hell, but that's what you get
for wearing shorts.
And as far as I'm concerned, .Hell's too good fot guys
who wear earrings.
Brother Rick could have started something ~ere.
This little Free Speech Green could be v~ry therapeutic. Maybe the KKK can come out one day, then
·the Black Muslims could come out another day and
then perhaps the Flat E~rth Society. What a way to
·relieve stress in-between classes. Just go tO the Free
Speech Green and yell at extremists~ Th.e .possibili.ties are endless.
.
.
Well, .I gues.s that's ~II for this we~k. But before I
end this, I wouldjust like to extend abig,fat·"thank
you" to the letter writer who gave me ..my first piece
offan mail. It's about time somebody took the .time to
write something besides'"You're wrong"~br "You're a
spoiled brat" ~r "Brian the whiny-butt is the Food
Services Committee now." So thanks '~,·lot, letter
writer, there's a place"foryou in Heave~ With Brother
Rick.
.
· ··,
Bye now.

ro no the trick, but it worked.

an

· Chris Besilw

•

•
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•

·Lack of accordian repairers reaches crisis
DaveJJarry

•

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
n these days of rising taxes, job insecurity and soaring
medical costs, more and more Americans are asking
themselves a chilling question: "What happens if, God
• forbid, I have to get my acmrdian repaired?"
This is rertainly on my mind. I own an acmrdian. I used to
owntwoofthem.Iboughtthemyearsagoatanauctionfor$25,
which worked out to $12.50 per acmrdian, which struck me as
an unbelievable deal. It's hard to describe the look on my wife's
fare when I brought them home. It reminded me of her
reaction to "natural" childbirth.
One of my acmrdians was destroyed when I made the
common conswner mistake of leaving it outdoors for 14
months. But I still have -the other one, a Hohner~tudent"
model. It sits on a filing cabinet in my offire, and sometimes,
when rm having trouble thinking up major issues to have
opinions about, I amuse myselfby causjng it to make a scruy
wailing noise and swoop down at my two dogs, Earnest and
Zippy, who jump violently and bang their heads agilinst the
table they sleep under. Earnest and Zippy hat.e the Hohner
"Student" It's an instinctive reaction they have, dating back
millions of years, to when their wild dog ail.rest.ors often fell
prey to larger, hairier prehistoric acmrdians.
But I like my acmrdian, although it is not in the best of
shape, a fact that has me deeply conremed, in light of an
article from the Winona (Minn.) Daily News sent in by alert
reader Mike Jones. This article stat.es that Red WinWWmona
• Technical College has voted to eliminat.e, because of low
enrollment, the oollege's acmrdian repair program - which
happens to be the only such program in the entire United
Stat.es. I can't believe we would let this happen. We're talking
about a vital part of our nation's history, dating back to the
early 1800s, when each generatrion would seek to pass the
secrets of aro>rdian repair on to the next.
FATHER: Son, it's time for me to pass along the secrets of
acoordian repair.

I

t.ake their broken acmrdians tD some back-alley practitioner.
In anefforttD find out what the federal government is doing
~bout. thls, I called U.S. Sen. Bob "Bob" Graham ofFloridB.,
who is - and I mean this as a oompliment - the weirdest
major politician 'I have ever met. I first int.eIViewed him back
when he was governor of.Florida. In an effort to throw him off
base, I asked him what I thought was a ridiculotis question,
demanding to know what he had done, as governor, to
promot.e harmonica safety. Without a moment's hesitation,
he delivered a two-minut.e, well-0rganized and extremely
persuasive speech, featuring statistics, in which he claimed
that his predeces.sor w~ responsible for most of Florida's
harmonica-related deaths. So I figured Sen. Graham was the
man to call about this issue. I had barely got the words
"acoordian-repair crisis" out of my mouth when he launched
into a lengthy, impassioned oration, from which I got the
following quot.es, which I swear I am not making up:
"Just last night I at.e at an Italian restaurant which, like
thousands ofother Italian restaurants across America, is now
SON: rm moving tD Utah.
without music, bemuse their acmrdian is in disrepair and has
That's right: Without acmrdian repair, Westward Expan- been returned from Wmona, Minn., with p>stage due."
sionmightneverhaveomirred.And let'snotforgetthecritical
"We are preparing an anti-dumping order against
role that an unrepaired acrordian played in the Battle of Liecht.enst.ein, which has beoome the rent.er of areordian
Gettysburg ("Have the acrordian player sound the charge!" repair on a global basis and has developed some ferociously
"He can't sir! He took a bullet in the bellows during 'Lady of anti-0>mpetitive practices."
Spain!"' "Good!") I could go on, but I am clearly lying. This is
"I don't know whether the actual use of nuclear weapons
why,inanunusualefforttoincludeactualfactsinthisoolumn, is called for, but I do think we need a credible military threat"
I called thr Red Wing/Winona Tedinical College and spoke to
(Bear in mind that this man is on the Senat.e Int.elligenre
acmrdian-repair instructor, Helmi Harringtnn. She told me Committee.) So so~· leaders are aware of the crisis. But so
there are "eight or nine million" acmrdians in the Unit.ed far, the failed Clintbn administration has said NOTHING
Stat.es, and that acmrdian repair can be "eminently lucra- about it, despit.e prol>osing MIU.JONS for saxophone repair,
tive."Rightnow, shesaid, "there areonly ahandful ofrertified and despit.e the fact that acmrdian repair could provide jobs
areordian t.echnicians," the result beingthatmany acmrdians for thousands of unemployed Americans who have no useful
are being repaired by unqualified people.
skills, not that I am singling out Dan Quayle. What we need
"Th.ere are a lot ofbutdiers out there," said Haningtnn. is for ordinary Americans like yourself, but with rrore spare
· I don't know about you, butwhenllook at the beautiful and time, to "get involved." Writ.e to your oongressperson. Writ.e to
innocent yougpeopleoft.oday, laughinggaily and tossingtheir the OOard of Red WmWWmona Technical C--Ollege. Writ.e
usedSlurpeeoontainers on my lavm, it pains me to think that (what the heck) to your mom. Future generations will thank
they could grow up in a country where they would be forced to you. ~Y dogs will hat.e you.
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GREEK CORNER

SWAT
SWAT members just a reminder. The
heart ride scheduled for March 22 was
canceled due to rain. If you would like
to participate it will be on May 2.

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Deltasigs and pledges
guest speaker Brian C?r~t W~d. 7:00
big brother appreciation Friday
Happy Birthday Jo Ellan!!

Hola Hispano!
HASA has its meetings every Thursday
at 5pm in the SOL. For more info. call
Miguel 862-4121.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Its Thursday and its time for greek
corner again. Congratulations Lambda
Chi and Pi Phi, we did it again, greek
week champs back to back. Great job
Matt. Don't forget the pre-I event
tonight guys. A:M.s. get seri_o~s. ritual
is tommorrow night. The sad1st1c smurf
party was a success. Hey Alexis, sorry
there was too many girls there for you.
The ghetto is where its at! So to all of
you on campus fraternities who are so
quick to make fun of the ghetto, if you've
never been to the ghetto, don't ever
come to the ghetto, because you
wouldnt understand the ghetto. Oh, by
the way guys, beware of magic bean
peddlers wearing blue an_~ gold_:_ ___ _
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Congratulations to . our newly elected
officers, looking forward toward working together next semester! Pledges are
doing a great job, the brothers are very
proud-keep up the good work. Dawn
you did a great job with the softball
tournament. Glad to be a brother of
Alpha Kappa Psi!!!
PHI DELTA THETA
We would like to invite the greek sing
judges to come over and watch the
video of the UCF greek sing that they
obviously missed. Don't worry, Sig Ep
& Fiji, we're shocked too. Get ready for
formal. Great party Sat. Lastly, someone call the cops! We've been robbed.
GS7.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Welcome new brothers to the best on
campus. Sig Eps for life. Softball against
!.X Wed. 4pm. Bad week for TKE
sports-Sig Ep softball (21 -1) & hockey
crushing TKE. XAE
Greeks & Clubs raise a cool $1000 in
just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! No obligation. No
cost. You also get a free headphone
radio just for calling. 1-800-950-1037,
ext. 25.

AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211 .
Returning to school? If you are in an
unusual situation and need help or
advice, call Gina at 823-2191 .

Fellowship of Christian Athletes Thurs.
ni ght 7 :oo
..at

11 1 1 1

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

Biweekly contract student apartment
very ·good rate please call 273-1500.
Rooms tor rent-summer term-males
only-fraternity house, all utils. included,
cable, full kitchen, pool table, games,
private bath, $200-300 call for details
872-0373.

FINS needed own bdrm/bath to share
w/couple. $195/mo. + 1/3 utilities.
282-9216.

I

a

Stock brokers/trainees
Chatfield Dean & Co . .
Investment bankers
member NASD-SIPC EOE
You'll find probroker training, superb
compensation. You'll be able t<:> earn
great commissions selling corporate
stocks, bonds, tax shelters & mutual
funds. Mr, Mokheri 407-649-3104.

AUTOS
19S9 Dodge D;iytona. Great condition.
$4125. Call Tami; 671-9950.
'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd,
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000 miles $1000
· and assume payments. Call 671-6.125

FINS needed for May 1 call 678-3779
2bedroom 2bath Heather Glen own
room furnished except your roo'!l ·
Roommate needed immediately
Own upstairs bedrm with sink and 2
closets. $170/mo. utils. extra.-on
Aristotle, across from UCF. Call

1111111111111

KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 658-9074

RPS needs pit package handlers from

111
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Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556

-- - --··· -

.

-·-------

~ --·-

Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Academic papers, resumes, tape ,
transcription.
Reasonable
rates ,
pick- uE_l~~~ery at UCF 277-6946 .
COMPUTYPE
All your keyboarding needs
term papers/resumes/transparencies
reasonable prices
dedicated to making you look good
677-4889

LOST'~· FOUND

i
1

Lost high school class ring 1988 lost on
campus somewhere if found please call
657-1374.
_,

I --·- -----·-··--.. -·
1

Found-ladies watch, found near Library
on Monday evening, March 29 please ?
call and identify. Chuck ph#249-2070.

TUTORS .
Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 629-1932.

r

Eng/writing tutor I have a BA in Eng

and experience $10/hr 671-7363 .

r

OTHER
Lose up to 30 lbs*in 30 days*for $30
100% natural* increases energy*total
appetite control* call now: 366-3568.
~

SERVICES

, HELP WANTED

Free seminar! Do you want to meet
more women? Not a 900 or dating

1 11111 1 1111111111111

PERSONALS

wos.................
c
savannah 28 1-9 3 18...............1.3-7 am. .$7. .per ho ur. ca11 297-37 1s..... s~e rv ic e . c~a 11m93 1 - 7o8 9 re se rva tio n.. .

11111

Fast* Professional* Accurate

I 1x~=~-~-~. se~~~-0_!_7~:~-~~o.

NSF to share
house 5 .miles from
UCF w/d pool tv must be dog friendly
$240 + 1/3 util. 365-6358.

,.

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Landscape maint. helper to service
quality accts. Days & wknds. Apopka/
Longwood area. Honest & good work·
er, experienced preferred. 290-5906.

. jFOR:SAL£-:: ~ ~

Sony laserdisk and cd player & six disks.
Cruise ships now hiring-earn $2000+/
Alafaya Woods 6 mile_s to UCF bus In.
Excellent conditiqn, used only few times.
month
& world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
to share 3br/2ba furnished home-w/d I. Call 296-300 5.
, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer
I
-----------·----fp. female/male-neat, nonsmoker, no
and career employment available. No
drugs or drinking, must like sr'n dog ! 2/2 condo, 1050 sq. ft., plus screened
experience necessari. For employ$100 dep $300 + 1/2 util. 365-3088.
balcony, The Colonies, 5.5 mi. UCF.
ment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
$29500. 645-5706.
C5418.
FINS wanted to share beautifully
furnished 2/2 apt w/d, ceiling fans, vault1985 Honda Accord-LX, auto trans.
ed ceilings $270 plus 1/2 utilities call
4-door wfttJggage rack, _includes ale am!
Susan 678-4788 available now,
fm cassette radio, great condition $3000
Help wanted : earn up to $500 per
or best offer. 275-8194.
week assembling products at home.
3/2 Stillwater 4 mi from UCF. Jun-Dec1
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
·n1s ladies $215 + 1/3'util ideal for grad
Yamaha receiver $215 pair Industrial
dept. FL-307.
senior call 365-8276.
speakers $215 366-0194.

Female N/S May 1 $240 + 1/2 Alafaya
Tr. 2 miles from UCF call Karin
381 -407!:___________________ _

WP, EDITING :APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Part time help. At least 20hrs week.
New student oriented business located
in ·University Shoppes across from
campus. Not food service. Please call
249-0855 between 9-4.

_ - Total apartment or room for rent
summer term-2br, 2ba, wshr, dryr, part
furn . walk to UCF call 380-7803 .

Grad student seeks responsible roommate, townhouse-halfway between UCF
& Rollins, $250/mo. 407-678-4667.

TYPISTS

Longhorn Steaks
Voted #1 Steakhouse in Atlanta
9 Straight Years
Now hiring winners. If you possess
drive and energy, and want to nave
fun, we want to talk to you . Bar,
hostess, servers, kitchen, books. Apply
in person M-F 8-6 Sat 9-1
3385 S Hwy 1792 next to Home Depot

MISA
MISA is an organization dedica~ed to
preparing students tor a future . in the
field of information systems we have · 2 br 2 ba townhouse fo.r rent walking
workshops to help improve computer
distance to campus Available now $450
skills and improve your resume .
David 249-2865.
Employers are increasingly looking for
and requiring new employees to have
Attractive 2 bedroom apt. walk to UCF
computer experience. Our MISA ~ffice
$420 .00 a month 363-5636.
is located in room 362 of the business
administration.
2br/2bath duplex. 12237 East Cove for
$475 call 671 -7832 ref. & dish.

ROOMMATES

I

Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries.
Earn $600+/week in canneries or
$4000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & board! Male or ·
female . For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext: A5418.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657· 1967

OUTLANDERS
Bungee jumpi.ng April 19 8:30pm only
$18 per jump, sign up by April 1~th .
Whoever brings the most people wins
a free jump. Call Ted at 384-8682 to
sign up asap!!! Don't get left on the
tower. Tuesdays, 4pm, at the gazebo!
8-there!

N/S female to share quiet 3/2 house 10
min. from UCF. w/d dw 380-3673.

CLUB INFO

International Employment-make
$2000+/month teaching basic ·
conversational English abroad. Japan
& Taiwan No previous training
required . For employment program call
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5418.

6

JD Happy
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RESERVE J OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Looking for business11
marketing or any
major interested in
earning

money:
Look forward to the
future with confidence .
Enroll in Army ROTC , an
elective that's different
from any other college
cour£e. ROTC offers handson leadership training .. Training that
gives you experience and helps build

self-confidence, character
and management skills. All
the credentials employers
look for. ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and requires about 4 hours
per week. It will put
your life on a whole
new course.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE

C01JRSEYOU CAN TAKE.
Call CPT Angel A. Morales
823-2430

One of the large'; 2 & 3 bedroom
apartments in East Orlando.
Call us about our move-in specials
FOR STUDENTS ONLY

(407) 365-8388
•Windows in Every Kitchen
• Screened Patio
• 3 Swimming Pools
•Tennis
• Racquetball

•Sand Volleyball
• Baskettall
• Free Basic Cable Service
•Washer/ Dryer Available
• Shuttle Buses Available

From University Boulevard,
head north on Alafaya Trail
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard.
Turn right and we are just
ahead on the left.

Alafaya Woods lvd.
University Blvd

•

The sky's the limit.
The Central Florida
Future has unlimited
opportun ities for advertising representatives
Payment is made on a
generous commission
basis and the only
requirements are a
positive and motivated
personality. Pri?r experi ence in sales is helpful.
but not required.Call Bill
or Tisha at 823-2602.

.The sooner you
start, the sooner
you earn.

fl

•

,
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Magic and the playoffs, an
unlikely combination?
Magic head coach Matt Guokas continues to stress the importance of not
losing more games.
"We've got to win them all," Guokas
MAGIC MANEUVERS
said. However, his team has not been
All season long, critics have said the heeding this advice. Orlando lost a
Magic don't know how to win. Orlando crucial game to the Indiana Pacers,
disproved the theory and set a fran- 188-102, Friday, and the Charlotte
chise record for wins in a season. But Hornets, 102-93, Thursday night at
now, the Magic are showing that they the Orlando .A.iena.
don't know when to win.
Following Sunday night's games,
Heading into the final games of the Orlando and Detroit are both one and
season, the Orlando Magic have lost a half games behind Indiana, which
three critical games and their grasp on sits in the final coveted playoff seat.
the eighth and final playoff spot in the Miami is still in the race, three games
NBA's Eastern Conference.
away from the final spot.
Miami's124-106victoryovertheMagic
Orlando begins a stretch of games
Sunday bruised the playoff hopes for which Guokas has stressed over and
Orlando's black and blue boys. Miami over again, they need to win.
opened the game strong, quickly estabThe Magic play at home tonight
lishing a big lead and went into the half against Philadelphia and are on the
up 13 points.
road Wednesday against Charlotte.
The Magic went on a third quarter
The weekend brings two road
rampage, outscoring the Heat 35-28, games, Minnesota Friday and Milwauand came as close as one point. But the kee Saturday. The Magic will look to
spark that ignited the Magic in the snag victories against three of the
third quickly fizzled in the fourth leav- NBA's worst teams.

Jenny Duncanson
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Ten Trivial Tidbits o'verheard during a recent
women's rugby practice
1 O) But, what if I break a nail?
9) So, do we pass then tackle-or tackle then pass? ·
8) Hey-who are you calling a scrum-half?
7) Do I have to grunt?
6) That color mouth guard doesn't go with what I'm wearing.
5) But, you'll mess up my hair if you tape my ears back.
4) I know our school colors are black and gold- but I still think our uniforms
should be pink. With pink socks.
3) Do we really have to get dirty when we play?
2) I said, a woman's place is in the MALL-not being MAULED!
1) But, I don't want to get blood on my jersey.

ing Orlando with a critical loss. r--;===~T~ip~-~o~ff~to~n~i~gh~t~i~s~7~:3~0~.~~~~~~~~iiiiiRii~~iiii~iiimmm~~~~~~~~==r

•"BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 8

,.
J

• - striking out four.
All the Knights' runs came in the

secondinning.ThirdbesernanEddy
• Garcia hit a two-run single and
Tocco popped a two-run double.The
last UCFrun came on abases loaded
walk to left fielder Matt Amman.
1
The wins bring UCF out of sole
possession of the TAAC cellar. The
Knights are now tied for last place,
• three and one-half games behind
Eastern Division leader .Stetson
University. College ofCharleston is
• half a game out of first place in the ·
division. Only the top two teams in
eachdivisiongototheTAACconfer• ence.
.'These games were mirrors of
our whole season," said UCF head
• coach Jay Bergman.
Wednesdaywashomecorningfor
many Knights, as they traveled t.o
Miami to play one ofthe nation's t.op
• ranked teams, the Hurricanes.
Starters Morales, Angulo, Garcia
and right fielder Frank Fucile all
• hail from the South Florida area
Morales had the best day out of the
group, going 2-5 with a double and
• a run:Angulo went 1-4.
"Ihavetoadrnit,I wasnervousin
the first inning," Angulo said. 'The
• game was on TV anda lot of people
I knew were watching. After the
first pitch I got back into it."

•
•

•

•
•

•
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Position available
Business Manager
The Central Florida Future is
currently accepting applications and resumes for the position ofbusiness manager.
This position requires a person
who can supervise people as well
as oversee the financial transactions and records ofthe newspaper. Candidates should fill outan
application at our business office
(823-2601) and submit a resume
and any letters of recommendation posfilble.
This position will be filled by
May 1993 and the chosen
candidate's tenure will be effective until the end of the
spring semester of 1994.

With Visa®you're accepted at more than I0 million places
_around the world, nearly three times more than American Express.
Just in case you ever come up a little short.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~

L--------------------------------- .t' VisaUSA lnc 1993--~
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UCF b1asted by Hurricanes, co111'al Coug81S
by Alan Byrd
SATFF REPORTER

After losing their first three Trans
America Athletic Conference games
and suffering a 11-2 loss to Miami
Wednesday, the Diamond Knights
regrouped for a weekend series with
TAAC foe College of Charleston. UCF
took two out of three games, 4-3, 1-4
and 5-1.
UCF(l 7-21,2-4)showedtheirpitching strength against Charleston. In
Friday night's game, starting pitcher
Mike Halperin allowed the Cougars
(10-18, 5-4) only five hits and three
runs while striking out seven in six
and two-thirds innings pitched. Reliever Jason Schlutt (3-2) notched the
win after pitching two and one-third
innings of hitless baseball.
Offensively, the game was a pitchers' duel, except in the fourth. The
Cougars started out the inning by loading the bases. Two walks given up by
Halperin gave the Cougars a two-run
lead, but Charleston wasn't done. With
the bases still loaded, shortstop Greg
Harofhit an infield single, making the
score 3-0.
The Knights came right back, as
- they also did some walking. Charleston starting pitcher Robbie Thomas
walked center fielder Tony Marrillia,
first baseman Gabby Angulo mid designated hitter Todd Tocco. loading the
bases. A hit by catcher Scott Loubier
gave the Knights two runs and runners at the corners. In his first start at

third, Kevin Wainscott was walked,
reloading the bases. Taking advantage
of the situation, shortstop Richie
Lawrence hit an infield single, scoring
Tocco and tying the game.

The game remained tied until the
bottom of the ninth. Speedy left fielder
Alex Morales led the charge for the win
by getting walked. Then he took his
.792 stolen base success to second.
Sec ond baseman
Trans America Athletic Standings
Eric Golden
put Morales
East
.
West
on third with
Southeast Louisiana
9-2
5-3
Stetson
a single. UsCollege of Charleston 5-4 . Centenary
7-4
ing Morales'
2-4
Central Florida _
Samford
4-5
speed to their
Georgia State
Florida international 2-4
2-4
full advanMercer
0-7
t a g e ,

.,

Eddy Garcia beats the Cougar third baseman to the bag. The Knights
won two of three against the College of Charleston. (DeHQ:ogtFuruRE)

Marrillia came to the plate with one
out. He hit a well placed bunt back to
the pitcher and Morales scored. UCF
took the first of three, 4-3. · "\
In Saturday's first game, Schlutt
continued his mastery of the strike
zone, throwing three more innings of
hitless ball.
"When I pitch a lot, it feels~- good. I
likethai," Scnlutt said. Schluttis third
on the team in innings pitched with
40. 7 and is tiedforthe lead in strikeouts
with 46.
However, the damage was done early
when three runs were scored off of
starter Joe Wagner (3-5). The deficit
proved too great, as Charleston's starting pitcher Scott Foxhall baftled UCF
bats with a dancing curveball.
Down 3-0 in the sixth, VCF battled
back. With one out, Angulo singled up
the middle. Right fielder Jon Ball was
walked, putting runners on first and
second.
Loubier and his .291 batting average
came to the plate and ·slammed the ball
down the left field line, scoring Angulo. Ball
overran third and was thrown out trying to
getbacktothebase.Theerrorprovedcostly,
and the Knights, after a single by Morales,
went to the dugout with two left on.
Even though they wouldn't need it, the
Cougars tacked on another run in the seventh off reliever Jules Van Landyut.
In thenightgame, UCFturneditaround.
Jimmy Still (3-5) pitched a complete game
giving up five hits and only one run, while

BASEBALL continued page 7

Damron's success shines despite golfs obscurity
Liberal Studies, has been golfing since
he was seven. He rose through the area's
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
junior ranks and starred for Orlando's
Collegiate golf just doesn't get the Dr. Phillips High School. He received a
notoriety of other major sports. But Rob- scholarship to play for UCF after graduert Damron and the UCF men's golf ating in 1991.
Afterafantasticfreshmanyear, which
team are attempting to put an end to this
obscurity while searching for their holy included his first collegiate tournament
grail, the men's Trans America Athletic victory in the conference championship
(when UCF was a member of the Sun
Conference golf championship.
Although the team has had a rough Belt Conference), he was named to the
Spring season, team leader Damron has NCM's Honorable Mention All-Ameristayed optimistic by finishing as the top can Team. The honor qualified him for
Knightin threeoftheteam'sfourSpring the first 1993 tournament, the John
Hancock All-American Classic, made up
events.
Damron, a sophomore majoring in of only All-Americans from the 1991-92
by Ken Jackson

Men's rugby team goes hunting
for Gator tail in Gainesville
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

The UCF men's rugby team knows how
to start things off on the right foot. In the
Knights first collegiate game of the 1993
season, UCF defeated their archrivals, the
University of F1orida, 2(}.7, Saturday in
Gainesville. For the past three years, either
UCF or UF has been state champion.
'This is our main game of the season, so
we have been working really hard," said
UCFforwardJoe Shimko. "We've done the
hardest training ofthe semester in the last
two weeks. Then we went up to Gainesville
and played like a team."
UCF back Rob Gingell got things off
on the right foot - literally. Gingell
booted one drop kick and one penalty
kick (each worth three points) fo.r the
only scores of the first half

'

The Knights quickly extended the iead
to 13-0 before the Gators fought back, but
UF could only muster six points. UCF put
the icing on the cake with six more points of
their own and went home feeling good
about their position in the standings, which
will come out at the end of the spring
semester.
The season opened in January for the
men and began with tournaments and
games with men's teams. This weekend is
open for the men, who will be preparing for
NOVA University April 1 7 and the University of South F1orida April 24. The USF
game will be a double-header with the UCF
women's team beginning at noon.
The season takes a hiatus for the summer, but UCF will sponsor the Todd Miller
Sevens Tournament. Proceeds from U1e
tourney go to help Miller, who was paralyzed in a 1991 game.

season. Against some of the top collegiate golfers in the country, he recorded
his low 18-hole (66) a.id toqmament
score (202) en route to victory. "That wjn was one of my finer. moments playing golf," Damron said.
Since that win in early October,
Damron collected another title in the
Florida Intercollegiate Invitational in
November. UCF was also victorious in
the team event. He currently leads the
team in scoring with just under 72 and a
half strokes per round.
Damron,aLambdaChiAlphabrother,
recognizes the talent of his fellow team
members. "Hans Strom-Olsen (senior

and two-time All-American) is my co1legiate idol. He's the best collegiate player
I've seen yet."
Head golf coach Mike Schumaker
raves about his team leader. "He's got
great talent. He's playing great golf this
year. If he keeps up his work ethic, he
could make it big on the PGA (Professional Golf Association) Tour."
"Playing the tour is my ultimate long
term goal," Damron said. "It's something
I really want to do after my college years
are over."
In the meantime, Damron will just
continue to play his game and succeed.
Even, if few people notice.

,
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Eric Lipham finishes his leg of~ 4 x 1 mile relay Saturday and hands
off to Joe D'Abate. For top finishers, see page 7. (DeHoogJFuruRE)
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Nora Salmon of Potential Frenzy was one of the many arttists featured on the Gresn Saturday night

(oohoogfutureJ

The Lizard wants Cindy-C
Bands draws small but enthusiastic crowd to the Green

•

Every city seems to want to have its own sound. New
York is famous for its music, as is Seattle. So why not
Orlando? Perhaps this is the reason why the Campus
Activities Board went to such lengths in order to book
many of the area's hottest local bands to play on the UCF
green for 12 hours. The result was "Open Air ... Open
Mind .... " a sort of mini-Lollapalooza of local music.
For music lovers, like myself, this sounded like a tenific
idea, and on the whole, it was, but for all the pt.blicity CAB had
given to this event, it was such a shame to see so foo people
there. Ihad afeeling that CAB expected asimilartumoutto that
of Paul Simon's Central Park Concert last war. Instead, most
of the shaw had about 30 to 40 people watching, and that
number counted passersby. But those who stuck it out and
stayed, like myself, discovered some true musical talent.
Twelve bands played the 12-hour show; one every
hour. This was supposed to supply the listener with a
flavor of the Orlando sound, without exploiting it. It also
allowed the listener to have some fun at guessing what

band sounded much like a more known group. For example, the show began with The Implications, a pseudocountry band that sounded remarkably like the 10,000
Maniacs. Bitter HaNest, the second act. somewhat reminded one of Pearl Jam. Beatnik Party sounded like They
Might Be Giants. And so on ....
The highlight of the show must ha~e been the much--tooshort performance of local legend Alter Ego. Their set consisted of hig~ersongs filled with mighty guitars and lyrics
mixed with aspects of Industrial and Progressive music. Over
200 people turned out just to see Alter Ego's set.
But the spotlight of the<Show had to have belonged to
Shock Lizard. This was the only band who seemed to want
to play all night. and probably wouldjiave, if it was not for
the one-hour time limit given to each group. They began
their set with a hilarious rendition of the "Bonanza" theme
sMg, which rang out with such amusing li:ies as "I want

LOCAL BANDS continued page F4
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Hee-Haw~

There is, no single word that describes Clarence
"Gaternouth "Brown. ltwouldprobablybeastroggle t.Jwme
up with a paragraph that would adequately describe this man
'Nho, in his 46years as aprofessionalmusician, has infl1.1enced
musicians like ,Albert Collins and B.B. King with his blend of
jazz, blues, country, funk and zydeco- to name a few.
Legend has it that Brown's first public perfonnance.~sin
1947, 'Nhen he ~ in the audience at the Golden Peacock
nightclub where T-Bone Walker ~s perfonning. Walker
suckienlybecame ill, andBrr:NVn jumped upon stage, g!Wbed
Walker's guitar and began playing one of his OM'1 songs,
"Gatemouth Boogie. " The cf'CM!d laved him, and the club's
ONner~ equally impressed He invited Brown to playat his
club again, and later that year Brown released his first record
on Alladin Recon.Jc;.
·
Since. then, Brown has released dozens of other abums,
toured Europe andAfrK::a numerous times and also appeared
on the now infamous television show "Hee-Haw. " More
recently, he received a Grammy nomination for his 1986
,Alligator Records release Pressure Cooker, a compilation
album of his best European recordings.
Not only does 8trM'n play numerous styles of music, he
also plays quite a numberofinstruments as well. In addition to
guitar, Brr:NVn plays violin, harmonica, piano, mandolin, viola
and drums.
Gate, as he is called, will be in Orlando on Wednesday for
a date at the Dov.;ntown Jazz and Blues dub. I had a chance
to talk to him recently from Louisiana. 'Nhere he was getting
ready to hit the road once again.
First, I wanted to ask about your style of guitar
playing. I read you don't use a pick - how come?
Weff. a pick gets in rny way. I learned to pL:Jy without one,
so that's the \M!JI/ I play. I on~ use a pick on the mandolin.

I've read that you don't think too much of a

lot of modem music, especially rap. What is it
about rap you dislike?

. Clarence 'Gatemouth" Brown, a multi-fa~ted artist
brings his unique style to Or1ardo. (courtesy1a11igalors records)
It just don't have no, hell, what shall I say- message.
I mean, it has a message, but I don't like the message in
it. And then on top of that, what it is is a lot of protest 1 a
lot of stuff that's very distasteful.

·
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BriQg your bike to tbe
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Arbour Village Apartn1ents

Arbour Village ... Nature'~ Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of coumry living ,\\'ith the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere compleme nt Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF .
• 2 laundry facilities
· • 2 swimming pools
.Professional management
•Exercise Room

• Oversized walk-in closets
.Small pets accepted ·
• Volleyb;111/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 MacKay ~ulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY 11-7
To Go Orders Welcome!

Writers Wanted.
We are looking for students interested in sharpening their writing skills in all areas:
1

news • features • sports
All students welcome. Call 823-6397 for further information.

303 5. Semoran Blvd.
South of University Drive

679-7669
12181 E. Colonial Drive
at Alataya &E. Colonial
384-6622

Mention thi5 ad for
free Chi a and Sah;al
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.Bring Friends .. .
. Roommates .. .
.a.rld . Mo~ey! !!

· Belz Factory
·Outlet World

.O UTLET ·

. Mall 2
363-4670

10% ·student discount on roQular ·merchandise with UCF ID
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New 1 La Fem-m e Nikita' makes a hit

'

'

With the recent disaster of" The Vanishing," it seemed
that the outlook on Hollywood remakes of great foreign
films was forever lost. But that theory soon vanished
with the new thriller, "Point Of No Return," starring
Bridget Fonda of "Single White Female."
Based on Luc Besson' s great emotional thriller, "La
Femme Nikita," made in the late 1980s, "Point Of No
Return" tells the story of Maggie Cfonda), a homeless,
drug-addicted street punk that kills a cop and is sentenced to death.
But the government has different plans. They stage
herfalse execution, lock her in a room and begin to clean
her up and train her in self defense and elegance. Their
goal: to make her an assassin.
At first she rebels, becoming a misfit of the system
she is a prisoner of, but her contact in the agency, Bob
Cplayed nicely by Gabriel Byrne of "Cool World">. tells
her to shape up or take a bullet in the brain.
Maggie soon graduates from the program and is sent
out into the world where she will be secretly contacted
if the agency needs her services.
She arrives in Los Angeles and immediately falls in
love with J.P. (innocently played by Dermot Mulroney of

"Where The Day Takes You"), a young photographer.
But, as circumstance goes, Maggie cannot take the pain
and secrecy of her killing and confronts her morals as she
falls deeper in love with J.P.
"Point Of No Return" is almost exactly the same as
its predecessor. "La Femme Nikita," and one question
always seems to arise: Why make this film? But, the
performances are first rate, as is the plot, and soon the
movie grabs hold and you forget everything else.
Fonda, in her first starring role, shows she can hold a
movie with the best in her league. British actor Byrne also
has proved that he can act on both sides of the Atlantic.
Director John Bad ham, who made "Wargames" and
"The Hard Way," keeps the tension going throughout
the film. He makes the action seem just as startling as it
is violent.
This may be an exact duplicate of another film, but
"Point Of No Return" shows that perhaps a change was
not really needed.

•eyal goldshmid
central florida future

Fonda stars in "Point of No Return," the hollywood remake
of "La Femme Nik~a." (courtesyrwamer bros.)

No Glory for Robert DeNiro and Bill Murray in role-reversal film
Imagine a movie named " Mad Dog and in this role, he has a brilliant comedic flair
Glory," where a funny comedian named that tends to shine through even when he
Bill Murray plays a mob boss and a seri~ is suppose to be serious.
ous actor named Robert DeNiro, who
When watching DeNiro play Mad Dog,
once played raging boxer Jake LaMotta, a shy and wimpy cop, you wait for him to
plays a meek, honest man with no grasp beat the hell out of somebody. But ironiof reality. Then hire a director who di- cally he is the one who is beat up, specifirected an extremely violent un-rated film cally by Murray. Where has that character.
named "Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer" from "Cape Fear" gone? Even though he
and what do you have? A film that is offers a sentimental side as- he did in
completely opposite from the general roles - "Awakenings," it is not vintage DeNiro.
of its players.
The only normal aspect is the characWhen watching Murray play Frank, the terization of Uma Thurman's Glory, who is
mob boss, telling bad jokes you expect much more vibrant than the dreary bleak
him to start dancing like an idiot or sing a performance she presented in "Jennifer
bad anthem from some film. But he 8." Thurman does nothing particularly spedoesn't. Even though he's halfway decent cial except sit around, make drinks and

jump in the sack with DeNiro, But she
tends to hold her own against the film's
bigger stars, which on an average are 20
years older than her.
Director John MacNaug)lton shocked
the world with his violent, un-rated interpretation of a serial killer. The film carried
some of the violent fervor that is now
present in Quentin Taratino' s "Reservoir
Dogs." When MacNaughton took on this
role he lost his violent directorial edge
. much like Bull Duke did when he went
-from directing "A Rage In Harlem" to the
lighthearted "The Cemetery Club" and
the upcoming "Sister Act 2." Because of
"Mad Dog and Glory's" romantic subject
matter and lack of violence, Mac Naughton

seems unable to instill any type of magic.
DeNiro was wonderful as a villain in
u Cape Fear" and "Goodfellas" but he
seems too low key in this role as a meek
cop. Murray, too, is low key as a mob
boss, even though he showed a brilliant
glimpse of his comedic and dramatic acting talent· in "Groundhog Day." Director
MacNaughton seems lost with the subject material, and Thurman doesn't have
much to do. Despite the aura of talent,
"Mad Dog and Glory" is simply not an
exceptional film.

• tim wassberg
central florida future
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STUDENTS
EVERY 'TUESDAY NIGHT

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.

2 for 1 larg_e ·daiquiris
an Davor

310 S. Park ·Avenue
647-8719
r------------~------------,
Bring in this coupon and receive
I

1

:

4 Free Jello Shots

I
I

on Tuesday Only
l\lust be 21 Years Old to Enter

You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
. to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
offers ... professional
cha!lenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

I
I
I

L-------------------------~

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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GATEMOUTH
FROM PAGE F1
You're next album is going
to be an all-country album
with Ricky Skaggs?
Well, maybe. We're thinking about it.

lwaswonderingwhy, since
you like to vary your styles so
much, youwouldwanttomake
an ..all-counby" or an "all-anything" album for that matter?
Well, actually, Ijust can't stand to
do the same thing every tune. It just

bores me.
I also read that you're writing a book about the phenomenon of the blues. How's that
going?
Well, the book is completed, I
just got to find me a publisher.

So what kind of stuff did
you write about?

LOCAL BANDS
FROM PAGE F1
Cindy Crawford from MTV," sung
over and over. The energy and
silliness of the ,band brought energy to the once comatose crowd.
Other highlights included the
emotional psychedelic Bitter Harvest, the youthful feelings of Beat-

I just wrote about my life, and
other people's lives and stuff I
know about. Things that happened
-justs.lot of different stuff. Where
I've seen the music come from,
and where it's going to go.

In the late 1960s, you
moved to New Mexico and
became a deputy sheriff •..

I don't. I don't work from a set
list. When I get out there, I may
have the opening tune always stay
the same. I may play the first two,
three tunes the same that night,
but then after that, who knows, I
may go into anything. It depends
on my audience.

You'vebeen literally around
the world in your career. What
T,hey ask that every time, man. aresomeofthefavoriteplaces
you've been?
I was just wondering
Wherever I am playing at the
what the story behind that
was?
precise moment.
Nothing. I just went ·into law
enforcement. I never stopped
playing my music. In fact, I'm a
deputy sheriff right here. I've been
a deputy sheriff here for four or
five years.

With almost 50 years of
material to choose from,
how do you go about selecting which songs to play
when you play live?
nik Party Ca group of middle-aged
men who seem to have never grown
up), the powerhouse metal/progressive combinations of Alive, and
the slow and melodic brooding of
The Implications.
Even those bands who missed,
lik_e the 1-am-too-obsessed-withbeing-Van-Halen band Stalefish,
and the too-political Dimitris' In-

The last thing I wanted to
ask was that since you're on
the road much of the year,
what do you like to do when
you get a break?
Well, I sit around my house and
I look at the water in back. I may get
in my boat and ride. That's about it.
• dave bauer
central florida future
vention, seemed to work on stage
because their energy and love of
their music seemed to make it all
seem worthwhile.
CABhadagreatideain "OpenAir
... Open Mind ... " It is just too bad that
more people did not show up.
• eyal goldshmid
central Florida future
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Mon-Thurs
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AEROBICS

New Hours
6 am - 11 pm Friday
Sunday
9 am - 8 pm

•

6am-10pm
12- 5 pm

6615 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32807
(407) 658-8000
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STUDENTS, FACULTY AND
STAFF RECEIVE FOUR MONTHS FOR $99
WITH THIS COUPON
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LSAT
• MCAT
GMAT
• NCLEX
GRE • ..SPEED READING
THE TEST IS WHEN'! CLASSES FORMING NOW.
0

Live Classes with experienced instructors

0

Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available.

7 days a week• Evenings too!
0 No Nonsense Guarantee
0

Industry Leader - 53 years of experience and
2 million graduates prove we've got the

•

.
•

expertise and resources it takes to help students
succeed

-KAPLAN

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

273~7111

J>~VANEv·s

•
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Sports Pub & Eatery
7660 University Blvd.
University &'Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.
Talk with a recruiter visiting the University of Central
Florida on:
WEil~ESDAY, APRIL 7th, 1993
Info Table: Bookstore Breezway from 10:00 PM - 1 :00 P.'A
Video Presentation: Phillips Hall, Room #206 1:30 - 3:00 R'li

EVERY THURSDAY

REGGAE
NIGHT
* $1.50 Bottles RED STRIPE
*AUTHENTIC LIVE REGGAE
9:30PM - 1 :00 AM

Fffi MJRE I NR™A\T I CN AW PN APPL I CAT I CN CALL:
1-800-468-2745

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.

fAlfNUS

DON'T lH fAlfNDS ORIVf DRUNK
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